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iPresentee unveils iWeb Themes - Holiday Bundle
Published on 10/26/10
iPresentee today announced iWeb Themes 10 - Holiday Bundle to be used with Apple's Web
site building application. iWeb Themes 10 adds twenty five amazing holiday intro themes.
iWeb Themes 10 includes themes for Halloween, Christmas, New Year, Valentine's Day and
Easter holiday. The new release extends iWeb themes collection up to 105 themes.
iPresentee's themes incorporate a series of layered images which are customizable,
replaceable, or removable.
Vilnius, Lithuania - iPresentee, the largest supplier of high quality iWeb themes, today
announced iWeb Themes 10 - Holiday Bundle to be used with Apple's Web site building
application, iWeb. iWeb Themes 10 adds twenty five amazing holiday intro themes. Tailor
your iWeb site to the season! Everybody probably knows what they would like to say in
their holiday message. Bring relatives and friends up to date about the holiday events
with a Website created in iWeb.
Halloween is coming! If there is ever a time for the beauty of ugliness and the delight of
terror, Halloween must be it. Therefore iPresentee presents iWeb themes designed
especially for Halloween and other holiday events. Create a unique Halloween invitation
message on your site and invite your friends, family members, colleagues or others to join
the Halloween party. iWeb Themes 10 includes themes for Halloween, Christmas, New Year,
Valentine's Day and Easter holiday.
The new release extends iWeb themes collection up to 105 themes. iPresentee gives more
creativity options for iWeb users building their web sites. A unique aspect of iWeb themes
is that the backgrounds are pretty customizable. Instead of using a static background
image that iWeb does not allow users to edit or replace, iPresentee's themes incorporates
a series of layered images which are pretty customizable, replaceable, or removable. All
themes incorporates endless background, therefore website can be filled with different
amount of information.
Additionally, iWeb themes offers more templates then any default theme. Changing the look
and feel of the site is an important aspect of a websites maintenance. It is imperative in
an ever changing environment to be ready to change the website content and design to
reflect what is happening in the world or personal life. iPresentee iWeb themes are easily
changeable to keep the site content fresh. Moreover iPresentee offers so many themes to
choose from, there is something here for everyone. To get started just download, install
and pick the perfect theme. Choose a well-designed theme and you will end up with a
website that people will remember, bookmark, revisit and recommend to all their friends.
Minimum Requirements:
* Mac OS X 10.4.3 Tiger and later
* iWeb 2.0 (iLife 08) or iWeb 3.0 (iLife 09 or iLife 11)
* 100 MB Hard Drive space
Pricing and Availability:
Each iWeb theme is available for $6.99 (USD). The set of five new iWeb Themes 10 may be
purchased for $25. Samples and more information about iWeb Themes 10 are available
immediately at the iPresentee website.
iPresentee:
http://www.ipresentee.com/
iWeb Themes:
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http://www.ipresentee.com/iPresentee/iPresentee_-_iWeb_Themes.html
iWeb Suite:
http://www.ipresentee.com/iPresentee/iPresentee_-_iWeb_Suite.html
Purchase iWeb Themes 10 - Holiday Bundle:
http://store.eSellerate.net/s.asp?s=STR1240724499&Cmd=BUY&SKURefnum=SKU627527280
29

Located in Vilnius, Lithuania, iPresentee company was founded in 2007 by a group of
professional and enthusiastic IT designers. With a focus on the Mac platform, iPresentee'
perspective goal is to create high quality, easy to use and fun add-ons for Apple's iWork
and iLife applications. Copyright 2007-2010 iPresentee. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, and Apple Keynote are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S.
and/or other countries.
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